Don’t Worry. We’ve Got This.

A GPS Tracking System For Jewelers

Specialty Protection
Designed Exclusively for Jewelers

Jewelry Tracker is like having a trained security
team in your store 24/7.
Developed by 3SI Security Systems - a world leader in asset
protection - this system has an 70% criminal apprehension rate
and an 70% jewelry recovery rate. Because more than 7,000 law
enforcement agencies and dispatchers are fully trained on Jewelry
Tracker technology, they respond quickly and safely in an emergency
so you can focus on getting your business back in order. Our trained
network grows bigger every day protecting more and more Jewelry
Stores. We’ve got a firm hold on security solutions.
Jewelry Tracker is a protection solution that automatically triggers a
silent theft alert when activated. Jewelers utilize this proven solution
to protect rings, chains and other high-end jewelry at their stores.

Features and Options
Features

• Covertly designed so criminals
don’t know they are carrying a
tracking device.
• Device is triggered automatically staff don’t have to take any action
to ensure that Jewelry Tracker is
tracking.
• Activation and tracking action is
totally silent - no noise will tip off the
criminals.
• Jewelry Tracker is self-installed and
will be protecting your store in less
than 30 minutes - plus, there is no
interruption to your store’s activities
and no changes required to your
structure.

Options

• Available in a variety of configurations
to protect multiple types of jewelry.
• Standard colors available in white or
beige. Custom colors and finishes are
available to fit with any store’s decor.

Configured for easy installation and use in retail environments.

3SI GPS Tracking

You keep your cases closed, locked, and
carefully watched. But even that isn’t enough.

Don’t Worry. We’ve Got This.

How Our Tracking System Works
GPS Device location information is reported to 3SI’s secure tracking
website. Our system is linked to local law enforcement agencies so
police and dispatchers can view live tracking and see information
including direction of travel and speed, Google or street maps and
closest address. In the final phases of a track, an RF beacon is used to
pinpoint the device when hidden in a vehicle, building or other location.
Email and/or text message alerts during the heist provide information
on the device status.

Asset
1 Covert
Protection
3SI’s GPS solutions are covertly
packaged to be disguised from
criminals. When stolen, they
automatically and silently
report the crime so robbers are
unaware that law enforcement
has been notified.

Tracking and
2 Live
reporting
During the crime, 3SI and local
law enforcement access the
tracking data via a secure web
site. Location updates occur
every 6 seconds.

&
3 Apprehension
Recovery
Accurate tracking pinpoints
the device’s location so law
enforcement can apprehend
the suspects and recover
the stolen assets.

Global Company
3SI Security Systems is the world leader in asset protection systems designed to recover stolen cash and
high-value assets, apprehend criminals and deter crime.
With over 45 years’ experience and protecting more than 250,000 locations worldwide, our innovative
solutions combat crime through a variety of technologies. We serve thousands of customers in the
financial, retail, transport, ATM, and law enforcement markets.

3SI GPS Tracking

Sample Tracking Map

Recent Jewelry tracker Success Stories
•

Two suspects in Phoenix, Arizona made off with jewelry worth $70,339. Thanks to Jewelry Tracker,
police successfully tracked the suspects and made a full recovery and apprehension. Full Recovery

•

Four armed suspects stole $65,000 worth of jewelry from a store in Florida and fled in a vehicle.
Police tracked the suspects and while in pursuit, a gun battle ensued. Two suspects bailed out of the
vehicle. One was immediately captured while the other hid out in a house. As police approached
the house, the suspect drove a vehicle out of the garage in an attempt to flee. Numerous shots
were fired before the vehicle crashed and Suspect 2 was arrested. The last two suspects were later
apprehended by police and are in custody. Four violent criminals are now off the street, and a full
recovery of the stolen jewelry was made. Full Recovery

•

A lone robber stole $6,000 worth of jewelry from a store in Youngstown, Ohio, and fled by vehicle.
Jewelry Tracker alerted police who immediately started tracking. The suspect was apprehended and
all of the merchandise recovered. Full Recovery

For more information or to discuss your GPS tracking needs, contact 3SI Security at 844.474.0374 or
email us at info@3sisecurity.com. Ongoing training and customer support is provided by a dedicated
customer service team available toll-free 24/7/365.

101 Lindenwood Drive, Suite 200, Malvern, PA 19355
Ph: 844.474.0374 • info@3sisecurity.com
3sisecurity.com
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